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Encyclopedia of the Cold War
2013-05-13

between 1945 and 1991 tension between the usa its allies and a group of nations led by the ussr dominated world politics this
period was called the cold war a conflict that stopped short to a full blown war benefiting from the recent research of newly open
archives the encyclopedia of the cold war discusses how this state of perpetual tensions arose developed and was resolved this
work examines the military economic diplomatic and political evolution of the conflict as well as its impact on the different
regions and cultures of the world using a unique geopolitical approach that will present russian perspectives and others the work
covers all aspects of the cold war from communism to nuclear escalation and from ufos to red diaper babies highlighting its vast
ranging and lasting impact on international relations as well as on daily life although the work will focus on the 1945 1991 period
it will explore the roots of the conflict starting with the formation of the soviet state and its legacy to the present day

Cold Storage
1984

advances in cold spray a coating deposition and additive manufacturing process second edition reviews the fundamental
processes and recent advances made in the field of cold spray this fully updated edition now includes a special chapter on cold
spray additive manufacturing along with advancements in impact modeling and simulation that allow a better understanding of
the cold spray bonding mechanisms powder synthesis and predictive modeling to improve the engineering of cold spray powders
in addition materials properties data is a backbone of this book because the advanced cold spray materials have proven to be
comparable to wrought and enable cold spray to be incorporated into structural applications for near net shape parts production
as well as for repair finally numerous modern applications of cold spray representative of the electronics medical petrochemical
nuclear aerospace automotive and additive manufacturing industries are presented provides information on the fundamentals of
cold spray as an additive manufacturing process presents the significant increase in properties of cold spray materials achieved
to date discusses recent advancements in cold spray powders equipment automation modeling and simulation and the
expansion of applications

Advances in Cold Spray
2023-06-23

this book explores the role of france in the events leading up to the end of the cold war and german unification from publisher
description

Mitterrand, the End of the Cold War, and German Unification
2010-02

based on previously unavailable archival sources this award winning book examines the least understood phase of stalin s rule
through the despot s relations with his closest colleagues

Cold Peace
2004

rethinking theory and history in the cold war focuses on what we mean by politics and international relations and how such
assumptions have come to determine our understanding of the cold war using an historical materialist method the author
criticizes conventional conceptions of international politics that tend to focus on the agency of and relations among states and
offers an alternative historical sociology of the cold war through an analysis of the relationship between formal political authority
and socio economic production seen from this perspective the state the modern conceptions of politics can be seen as products
of a capitalist modernity in which politics is based on the separation of the spheres of politics in the state and economics in civil
society book jacket
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Cold-storage Holdings
1928

drawing on thousands of historical documents from polish and dutch archives this book explores cold war cultural exchange
between so called smaller powers of this global conflict which thus far has been predominately explored from the perspective of
the two superpowers or more pivotal countries by looking at how cultural artistic and scholarly relations were developed
between poland and the netherlands michał wenderski sheds new light on the history of the cultural cold war that was not
always orchestrated solely by its main players less pivotal states for example poland and the netherlands likewise intentionally
created their international cultural policies and shaped their cultural exchange with countries from the other side of the iron
curtain this study reconstructs these policies and identifies the varying factors that influenced them both official and less formal
the book will be of interest to scholars working in art history history of the cold war post war european history international
cultural relations dutch studies and polish studies

Rethinking Theory and History in the Cold War
2001

oklahoma might seem like an unexpected place for cold war tensions to boil over but the state played a key role in a conflict that
threatened global annihilation altus air force base served as a hub for twelve intercontinental ballistic missile launch sites in
1964 a missile housed at the frederick site exploded although the nuclear warhead remained unaffected ordinary citizens lived
under the shadow of nuclear war as well a former ou faculty member accused of committing espionage for the soviet union fled
the country while a swosu professor dug his own fallout shelter in weatherford by hand during the cuban missile crisis an
emergency siren malfunction sent terrified elk city parents scurrying to local schools to pick up their children landry brewer
presents a fascinating cross section of the era from top level strategy to the details of daily life

Art and Politics During the Cold War
2024-02-29

in secrets of heat and cold you will find out how heat is measured what happens at absolute zero and how refrigerators work

Cold War Oklahoma
2019

examines how nato has adapted and endured after the end of the cold war transforming itself to deal with a host of new security
challenges why is it that despite the end of the cold war and the almost constant controversies surrounding the alliance s role in
the world the north atlantic treaty organization nato is still a prominent and vital player in international security joe burton
provides an in depth analysis of nato s changing role in the post cold war era and its ability to survive adapt and meet the needs
of its members in an increasingly turbulent globalized security environment he offers a historically and theoretically informed
account of nato that isolates the core dynamics that have held the alliance together in troubled times in particular he examines
a series of processes and events from the 1990 gulf war to the rise of the islamic state that help explain nato s continuing
relevance joe burton is senior lecturer in international relations at the university of waikato in new zealand and the coeditor with
james headley and andreas reitzig of public participation in foreign policy

Secrets of Heat and Cold
2012-12-01

this book presents the ups and downs of the soviet turkish relations during world war ii and immediately after it hasanli draws on
declassified archive documents from the united states russia armenia georgia turkey and azerbaijan to recreate a truepicture of
the time when the turkish crisis of the cold war broke out it explains why and how the friendly relations between the ussr and
turkey escalated into enmity led to the increased confrontation between these two countries and ended up with turkey s entry
into nato hasanli uses recently released soviet archive documents to shed light on some dark points of the cold war era and the
relations between the soviets and the west apart from bringing in an original point of view regarding starting of the cold war the
book reveals some secret sides of the soviet domestic and foreign policies the book convincingly demonstrates how soviet
political technologists led by josef stalin distorted the picture of a friendly and peaceful country turkey intothe image of an
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enemy in the minds of millions of soviet citizens

NATO's Durability in a Post-Cold War World
2018-02-15

this book now in its second edition is the first and most exhaustive text covering the still growing popularity of cold case
investigations which locate perpetrators and free the innocent the new edition adds approximately 80 pages of content including
material on clandestine graves and investigating cold gang cases the book merges theory with practice through the use of case
histories photographs illustrations and checklists that convey essential fundamental concepts while providing a strong practical
basis for the investigative process

Cold-storage Legislation
1919

this new handbook offers a wide ranging overview of current scholarship on the cold war with essays from many leading scholars
the field of cold war history has consistently been one of the most vibrant in the field of international studies recent scholarship
has added to our understanding of familiar cold war events such as the korean war the cuban missile crisis and superpower
détente and shed new light on the importance of ideology race modernization and transnational movements the routledge
handbook of the cold war draws on the wealth of new cold war scholarship bringing together essays on a diverse range of topics
such as geopolitics military power and technology and strategy the chapters also address the importance of non state actors
such as scientists human rights activists and the catholic church and examine the importance of development foreign aid and
overseas assistance the volume is organised into nine parts part i the early cold war part ii cracks in the bloc part iii
decolonization imperialism and its consequences part iv the cold war in the third world part v the era of detente part vi human
rights and non state actors part vii nuclear weapons technology and intelligence part viii psychological warfare propaganda and
cold war culture part ix the end of the cold war this new handbook will be of great interest to all students of cold war history
international history foreign policy security studies and ir in general

Stalin and the Turkish Crisis of the Cold War, 1945-1953
2011-07-16

remembering the cold war examines how more than two decades since the collapse of the soviet union cold war legacies
continue to play crucial roles in defining national identities and shaping international relations around the globe given the cold
war s blurred definition it has neither a widely accepted commencement date nor unanimous conclusion what is to be
remembered this book illustrates that there is in fact a huge body of remembrance and that it is more pertinent to ask what
should be included and what can be overlooked over five sections this richly illustrated volume considers case studies of cold
war remembering from different parts of the world and engages with growing theorisation in the field of memory studies
specifically in relation to war david lowe and tony joel afford careful consideration to agencies that identify with being victims of
the cold war in addition the concept of arenas of articulation which envelops the myriad spaces in which the remembering
commemorating memorialising and even revising of cold war history takes place is given prominence

Cold Case Homicides
2017-07-06

this edited volume examines the complexities of the cold war in southern africa and uses a range of archives to develop a more
detailed understanding of the impact of the cold war environment upon the processes of political change in the aftermath of
european decolonization the struggle between white minority governments and black liberation movements encouraged both
sides to appeal for external support from the two superpower blocs cold war in southern africa highlights the importance of the
global ideological environment on the perceptions and consequent behaviour of the white minority regimes the black nationalist
movements and the newly independent african nationalist governments together they underline the variety of archival sources
on the history of southern africa in the cold war and its growing importance in cold war studies this volume brings together a
series of essays by leading scholars based on a wide range of sources in the united states russia cuba britain zambia and south
africa by focussing on a range of independent actors these essays highlight the complexity of the conflict in southern africa a
battle of power blocs of systems and ideas which intersected with notions and practices of race and class this book will appeal to
students of cold war studies us foreign policy african politics and international history sue onslow has taught at the london school
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of economics since 1994 she is currently a cold war studies fellow in the cold war studies centre ideas

Simulation of TunneLadder Traveling-wave Tube Cold-test Characteristics:
Implementation of the Three-dimensional, Electromagnetic Circuit Analysis
Code Micro-SOS
1993

the cold war was a conflict between the united states and the soviet union that partly manifested itself as a race to conquer
space the soviet union launched the first satellite into orbit in 1957 while twelve years later the united states put the first
humans on the moon some of the many technological feats required for space travel trickled down into everyday life such as
satellite television bar codes and joysticks this resource highlights innovations that arose from the cold war demonstrating how
this long conflict helped shape today s world in some positive ways

The Routledge Handbook of the Cold War
2014-06-05

this book reviews the research pertaining to nutrient requirements for working in cold or in high altitude environments and
states recommendations regarding the application of this information to military operational rations it addresses whether aside
from increased energy demands cold or high altitude environments elicit an increased demand or requirement for specific
nutrients and whether performance in cold or high altitude environments can be enhanced by the provision of increased
amounts of specific nutrients

Remembering the Cold War
2014-01-21

this omnibus e book brings together piero gleijeses s two landmark books for the first time visions of freedom havana
washington pretoria and the struggle for southern africa 1976 1991 during the final fifteen years of the cold war southern africa
underwent a period of upheaval with dramatic twists and turns in relations between the superpowers americans cubans soviets
and africans fought over the future of angola where tens of thousands of cuban soldiers were stationed and over the
decolonization of namibia africa s last colony beyond lay the great prize south africa piero gleijeses uses archival sources
particularly from the united states south africa and the closed cuban archives to provide an unprecedented international history
of this important theater of the late cold war conflicting missions havana washington and africa 1959 1976 this sweeping history
of cuban policy in africa from 1959 to 1976 is based on unprecedented research in african cuban and american archives among
gleijeses s many sources are cuban archival materials to which he is the only non cuban to ever have access setting his story
within the context of u s policy toward both africa and cuba during the cold war gleijeses challenges the notion that cuban policy
in africa was directed by the soviet union

Cold War in Southern Africa
2009-09-10

the first historical interpretation of the congressional response to the entire cold war using a wide variety of sources including
several manuscript collections opened specifically for this study the book challenges the popular and scholarly image of a weak
cold war congress in which the unbalanced relationship between the legislative and executive branches culminated in the
escalation of the us commitment in vietnam which in turn paved the way for a congressional resurgence best symbolized by the
passage of the war powers act in 1973 instead understanding the congressional response to the cold war requires a more
flexible conception of the congressional role in foreign policy focused on three facets of legislative power the use of spending
measures the internal workings of a congress increasingly dominated by subcommittees and the ability of individual legislators
to affect foreign affairs by changing the way that policymakers and the public considered international questions

Technical Report - Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, Cold Regions Research
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and Engineering Laboratory
1961

hollywood s cold war

Summary of Regional Cold Storage Holdings
1945

as memories of the savage conflict inaugurated by the attack on pearl harbor recede the ethical foundations that influenced
postwar interpretations of japan s role during the cold war era are crumbling on different fronts retracing japanese history during
the sixties this book locates the country s role in cold war history against the backdrop of the twentieth century contextualizing
older trends that shaped postwar changes it also places cold war japan in the global context of america s shifting hegemony and
the corresponding structure of the international system given its nuanced approach this book will prove instrumental for
students and researchers working in studies of cold war history japanese history american history and international history

Winning the Cold War: the United States Ideological Offensive
1963

britain in the 1950s had a distinctive political and intellectual climate it was the age of keynesianism of welfare state consensus
incipient consumerism and to its detractors the so called angry young men and the emergent new left a new age of
complacency while prime minister harold macmillan famously remarked that most of our people have never had it so good the
playwright john osborne lamented that there aren t any good brave causes left philosophers political scientists economists and
historians embraced the supposed end of ideology and fetishized value free technique and analysis this turn is best understood
in the context of the cultural cold war in which ideology served as shorthand for marxist but it also drew on the rich resources
and traditions of english empiricism and a burkean scepticism about abstract theory in general ironically cultural critics and
historians such as raymond williams and e p thompson showed at this time that the thick catalogue of english moral aesthetic
and social critique could also be put to altogether different purposes jim smyth here shows that despite being allergic to
mccarthy style vulgarity british intellectuals in the 1950s operated within powerful cold war paradigms all the same

Did Anything Good Come Out of the Cold War?
2015-12-15

in today s worlds of drones military strikes and weapons of mass destruction it s difficult to imagine a nonviolent war of constant
hostility between world super powers readers will be intrigued by this conflict known as the cold war they will learn that it was a
geopolitical ideological and economic struggle between two world superpowers the usa and the ussr starting in 1947 and ending
in 1991

Nutritional Needs in Cold and High-Altitude Environments
1996-06-15

this is the first study to discuss in detail the implementation phase of policy decisions dr martel examines several related foreign
policy decisions that contributed significantly to the coming of the cold war president truman s order to cut back lend lease to
the ussr after the defeat of germany the termination of lend lease to the ussr after

Piero Gleijeses' International History of the Cold War in Southern Africa,
Omnibus E-Book
2013-12-01

very short introductions brilliant sharp inspiring the cold war dominated international life from the end of world war ii to the fall
of the berlin wall in 1989 but how did the conflict begin why did it move from its initial origins in postwar europe to encompass
virtually every corner of the globe and why after lasting so long did the war end so suddenly and unexpectedly robert mcmahon
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considers these questions and more as well as looking at the legacy of the cold war and its impact on international relations
today the cold war a very short introduction is a truly international history not just of the soviet american struggle at its heart
but also of the waves of decolonization revolutionary nationalism and state formation that swept the non western world in the
wake of world war ii mcmahon places the hot wars that cost millions of lives in korea vietnam and elsewhere within the larger
framework of global superpower competition he shows how the united states and the soviet union both became empires over
the course of the cold war and argues that perceived security needs and fears shaped u s and soviet decisions from the
beginning far more in fact than did their economic and territorial ambitions he unpacks how these needs and fears were
conditioned by the divergent cultures ideologies and historical experiences of the two principal contestants and their allies
covering the years 1945 1990 this second edition uses recent scholarship and newly available documents to offer a fuller
analysis of the vietnam war the changing global politics of the 1970s and the end of the cold war about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new
ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable

Congress and the Cold War
2005-11-21

the cold war is one of the most important and widely studied areas of history martin mccauley s best selling seminar study
unravels the complex issues which gave rise to the cold war and explains how it originated this new edition is revised updated
and expanded with new material on areas such as the kgb and spying and the contribution of intelligence to stalin s picture of
the world the new introduction looks at our perceptions of the cold war the various approaches that have been adopted for
reviewing the cold war and the difficulties of developing a theory of the cold war the book incorporates the most recent
scholarship theories and newly released information to provide students with an invaluable introduction to the subject

Hollywood's Cold War
2007-09-19

uses statistical tables charts photographs maps and illustrations to explore everyday life in the united states during the cold war
period

Reassessing Japan’s Cold War
2019-11-22

this book unveils the legendary life and the mystic poems of the iconic chinese tang poet han shan known by his pen name cold
mountain and investigates the dissemination and reception of the cold mountain poems cmps attributed to him han shan and
the cmps are amongst the most legendary literary landscapes and cultural memories in the history of world scholarly exchange
the maniac poet recluse hidden in the cold mountains the delicate poetic realms of confucianism buddhism zen and taoism
contained in the cold mountain poems and the incredible pervasiveness of its text travel and canon construction worldwide as
well as the profound impact of cmps on comparative literature world literature and chinese studies provide the perfect lens to
learn about chinese language literature culture and society this book is thus intended to investigate cmps in a coherent global
context considering the vertical studies of the chinese literature polysystem it highlights the horizontal influence of cmps
literarily or non literarily furthermore it addresses the making and developing of the han shan phenomenon and its implications
for translation studies travel writing canon construction and literary historiography this book is for scholars researchers and
students in literary history and east asian studies focusing on chinese literature and culture and those interested in the history of
poetry in general

Cold War Culture
2016-04-04

at the end of the cold war security concerns are more about regional and civil conflicts than nuclear or eurasian global wars
stephen cimbala argues that deterrence characteristics of the pre cold war period will in the 21st century again become
normative
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The Cold War
2008-10-24

this book examines the planned disaggregation of the global structures of the cold war in the final years of a decades long era of
bipolarity the united states and the soviet union co managed a continental transformation that erased europe s iron curtain

Lend-lease, Loans, And The Coming Of The Cold War
2019-04-11

by utilising the latest research readers will be given a complete picture of the way britain fought the cold war moving the focus
away from the now familiar crises of suez and cuba and onto the themes that underpinned the british war strategy intelligence
civil defence and nuclear diplomacy are all examined within the context of modern british history at a time of national decline
there is a growing interest in the contexts of the cold war and this collection will establish itself as the leading volume on the uk
s wartime strategy

The Cold War: A Very Short Introduction
2021-02-25

ten original essays by an international team of scholars specializing in cuba the soviet union eastern europe and latin america
focus on the fall of communism in europe and the transition to a market economy major themes of this study are the impact of
the ussr s collapse on cuba how the historic events in europe have affected the central and south american left their implications
to cuba cuba s policies for confronting the crisis and potential scenarios for the political and economic transformation of cuba

Origins of the Cold War 1941-49
2013-09-13

a vital resource for search and rescue professionals and physicians as well as outdoor enthusiasts includes new chapters to
cover cold injuries and strategies for survival that weren t in the previous edition hikers skiers climbers hunters fishermen
bicyclists and lost children all are potentially at risk of hypothermia or other cold injuries including frostbite and trenchfoot cold
water immersion is also a major cause of death in boating accidents yet as shown in anecdotes from the updated second edition
of hypothermia frostbite and other cold injuries many people have died unnecessarily succumbing to cold effects long before
hypothermia sets in this compact comprehensive book covers the causes and effects of hypothermia and other cold injuries and
tells how to prevent recognize and treat them included is coverage of how the body loses heat and the latest rewarming
techniques such as thermal wraps this edition has added chapters on cold water drowning and covers additional cold injuries
from raynaud s phenomenon to cold induced asthma you ll also find strategies for cold weather survival plus safe practices for
working on the ice and ice water escape and rescue techniques

Cold War America, 1946 To 1990
2014-05-14

Cold Mountain Poems
2023-07-28

US Military Strategy and the Cold War Endgame
2014-01-14
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The Cold War Endgame
2022-09-06

The British Way in Cold Warfare
2009-10-29

Cuba After the Cold War
1993-08-15

Hypothermia, Frostbite, and Other Cold Injuries
2006-09-27

Condensed Matter Nuclear Science
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